1499016 - BISON SILICONE MULTI TOOL BLISTER

MULTI-TOOL
MULTIPURPOSE TOOL
APPLICATION
Directions for use:
Open cartridge / cut off nozzle Opening the cartridge: Place
the multi tool straight on the cartridge closure (plastic threaded
nipple). Cut off the cartridge closure straight using the builtin cutter. Cutting the Nozzle: With the built-in cutter cut off the
nozzle diagonally at the desired diameter. Finishing / remove
excess sealant After the sealant is applied, moisten the sealant
with soap water. Moisten the spoon-shaped side of the MultiTool also with soapy water. Place it then against the sealant and
tool off the excess sealant in one smooth movement. Collect
excess sealant in the spoon. Place the Multi-Tool perpendicular
to the sealant joint for narrow joints. For a wider joint, hold
the Multi Tool flatter. Smoothen any uneven parts with a wet
finger. Removing cured sealant Insert the hook-shaped portion
of the multi tool in the cured sealant and loosen the sealant. Use
the pointed part on places which are hard to reach (such as in
corners).
Points of attention: Always follow the manufacturer's instructions
regarding the sealant.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour:

Black

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Convenient and multi-functional tool for smoothing joints and
for removing existing joints and sealant residues. Also for
opening the cartridge and cutting the nozzle.
FIELD OF APPLICATION
Suitable for use with all sealants (such as Silicone Sealant,
Acrylic Sealant, Poly Max®, BISON Universal).
PROPERTIES
· The Multi Tool has three functions in one:
· The built-in blade can easily open the sleeve closure.
· The blade also allows the nozzle to be cut off easily at the
desired diameter.
· The spoon-shaped side is easy for finishing and removing
excess sealant.
· The hooked side is ideal for removing cured sealant.
PREPARATION
Personal safety: The Multi Tool is equipped with a sharp knife.
Avoid contact with fingers, etc.

Our advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. However, in view of the large variety of materials and the conditions under which our products
are applied, we assume no responsibility for the results obtained and/or any damage caused by the use of the product. Nevertheless, our Service Department is
always at your disposal for any advice needed.
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